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Abstract. Both human and multi-agent societies are prone to best function with the inclusion of regulations. Human societies have developed
jurisprudence as the theory and philosophy of law. Within it, utilitarianism has the view that laws should be crafted so as to produce the best
consequences. Following this same objective, we propose an approach to
enhance a multi-agent system with a regulatory authority that generates
new regulations –norms– based on the outcome of previous experiences.
These regulations are learned by applying a machine learning technique
(based on Case-Based Reasoning) that uses previous experiences to solve
new problems. As a scenario to evaluate this innovative proposal, we
use a simpliﬁed version of a traﬃc simulation scenario, where agents
move within a road junction. Gathered experiences can then be easily
mapped into regular traﬃc rules that, if followed, happen to be eﬀective
in avoiding undesired situations —and promoting desired ones. Thus, we
can conclude that our approach can be successfully used to create new
regulations for those multi-agent systems that accomplish two general
conditions: to be able to continuously gather and evaluate experiences
from its regular functioning; and to be characterized in such a way that
similar social situations require similar regulations.

1

Introduction

Regulations have been proven to be useful in both human and multi-agent societies. Human societies use regulations within their legal systems. In fact, they
have developed Jurisprudence as the theory and philosophy of law, which tries
to obtain a deeper understanding of general issues such as the nature of law, of
legal reasoning, or of legal institutions1 . Within it, Normative Jurisprudence is
concerned with normative or evaluative theories of law. It tries to answer questions such as "What is the purpose of law?" or "What sorts of acts should be
subject to punishment?". Normative Jurisprudence has diﬀerent schools. Among
1
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them, Deontology [1] can be described as an ethical theory concerned with duties and rights. On the other hand, Utilitarianism [2] takes the view that the
laws should be crafted so as to produce the best consequences. When translating these approaches from human societies to MAS societies, it is obvious that
a large number of simpliﬁcations have to be taken. Nevertheless, we think that
it is still possible to keep and combine their fundamental objectives: to deﬁne
speciﬁc prohibitions, permissions and obligations that promote desired overall
system’s behaviour for a given MAS society. Thus, the aim of this paper is to
deﬁne a computational mechanism able to synthesize norms that succeed in the
proper regulation of multi-agent societies2 .
We approach this regulation generation problem by learning from the experience of on-going activities within the MAS society. We have chosen Case-Based
Reasoning (CBR) as the learning technique to apply. Brieﬂy, CBR solves new
problems –i.e., cases– by adapting the solution of similar problems from the
knowledge base (which is a compound of solved problems). The selection of this
learning technique is somehow inspired in the Anglo-American common law tradition, where judges use legal precedents to make decisions. Hence, using our
terminology, we can interpret that judges resolve legal cases based on the way
similar cases were previously resolved. More speciﬁcally, our approach deﬁnes a
case as a compound of a problem –i.e., a social situation or context– and its associated solution, which in our case corresponds to the regulations that are applied
in those contexts. In this manner, the overall learning objective becomes to deﬁne cases whose application leads to desired social situations. In CBR, problem
description is key, and therefore, we have tested diﬀerent problem representations that consider global and partial scopes. On the other hand, classical CBR
is a supervised learning method that requires an expert to provide the system
with correct problem solutions. Nevertheless, we want to generate best regulations without external knowledge, and thus, CBR cannot be directly applied.
Instead, we propose to include an exploratory pseudo-random approach so that
CBR becomes unsupervised.
Rather than by individual agents in the society, we assume learning to be performed by an independent regulatory authority within the MAS, able to observe
and establish its norms. Therefore, we are taking an organizational centered
perspective over the MAS as opposed to an agent-centered perspective. The underlying rationale is to restrict the focus of our research. An organizational point
of view allows to have learning devoted to ﬁnding the best regulations for a whole
society and to do it while interactions are taking place. On the contrary, taking
an individual centered approach –where learning is performed by individual selfish agents– would also require considering additional aspects such as agreement,
trust, uncertainty or communication.
The paper is structured as follows: next section introduces related work. Section 3 describes the tested scenario, section 4 details the learning process, and
subsequent section 5 presents its empirical evaluation. Finally, some conclusions
and future work are drawn in last Section 6.
2

We assume goals act as a reference that does not evolve.
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Related Work

Although Artiﬁcial Intelligence and Law have been related since a ﬁrst article
from McCarty [3], related research is not usually concerned with machine learning. This is less the case within the MAS area, where some learning techniques
have been successfully applied. In fact, Multi-Agent Reinforcement Leaning [4]
is quite widely used for individual agent learning. Nevertheless its usage is much
more scarce for organizational centered approaches, where an exception is the
work by Zhang et al.[5] devoted to improve system’s organization. Our work
uses CBR as an alternative learning technique, which is also based on system
experience, but results in clearer knowledge representations —i.e., cases.
On the other hand, research on norms in multi-agent systems is quite an active
area. Just to mention a few works: Boella and van der Torre have done relevant
contributions [6] in norm characterization; Campos et al. [7] have proposed norm
adaptation methods to speciﬁc network scenarios; Artikis et al.[8] have studied
the deﬁnition of dynamic social conventions (protocols); and Savarimuthu et al.
[9], Griﬃths and Luck [10], as well as Kota et al. [11] work on norm emergence.
Within this area, norm generation has been studied less frequently. Shoham
and Tennenholtz [12] focus on norm synthesis by considering a state transition
system: they explore the state-space enumeration and state it is NP-complete
through a reduction from 3-SAT. Similarly, Hoek et al. [13] synthesize social laws
as a model checking problem –again NP-Complete– that requires a complete
action-based alternative transition system representation. Following this work,
Agotnes and Wooldridge [14] extend the model by taking into account both
the implementation costs of social laws and that designer may have multiple
(possibly conﬂicting) objectives, with diﬀerent priorities. In this setting, the
design of social laws become an optimization problem. In our case, CBR has
the advantage that, although cases represent the search space, they do not need
to be exhaustive, since they can be representatives of a set of similar problems
requiring similar solutions. Furthermore, our approach is applied at run-time,
being able to generate new norms during the execution of the system (this has the
additional advantage of adapting to new situations). An intermediate approach
is this of Christelis et al. [15,16], that synthesize generalized norms over general
state speciﬁcations in planning domains. These domains allow for a local search
around declarative speciﬁcations of states using planning AI methods. From
our point of view, CBR allows the application to a wider range of domains,
in particular to those where (i) experiences can be continuously gathered and
evaluated, and where (ii) similar social situations require similar regulations (i.e.,
the continuity solution assumption).
Regarding implementation issues, it might be worth mentioning a related
work on system monitoring by Modgil et al.[17] which is able to recognize norm
compliance; and another one on traﬃc domain by Dunkel et al. [18] devoted to
managing traﬃc systems. We have also used a simpliﬁed traﬃc scenario to test
our innovative approach empirically.
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Traﬃc Scenario

As an initial scenario to evaluate our learning approach, we have chosen a simpliﬁcation of a traﬃc scenario. It has been developed as a multi-agent based
simulation model in Repast [19]. This traﬃc scenario is an orthogonal two-road
junction, where car agents travel along roads towards diﬀerent destinations. As
Figure 1 shows, the environment has been discretized by means of a square grid
whose cells have the size of a car. Gray (central) cells represent roads and green
(corner) cells correspond to their surrounding non-transitable ﬁelds. Each road
lane has a direction of traﬃc. Agents can join the road from four diﬀerent entrance points –i.e., four incoming or feeder lanes (see Figure 1 a))– and choose
the exit point, so they decide the route to follow. Time, measured in ticks, is
also discrete. Moreover, cars do have constant speed, so they can only move to
adjacent cells in a single tick. Agent possible actions are stop, move forward,
turn right, or turn left. Nevertheless, cars just turn in the intersection area and
always obey the rules of right side traﬃc (i.e. they turn right in the ﬁrst cell of
the intersection whereas left turnings require to further traverse the junction and
turn on the second cell). Furthermore, car agents also follow the social norms
described in section 4 by stopping or moving whenever required.

Fig. 1. Orthogonal road junction: a) feeder and exit lines, b)traveling cars

4

Norm Generation through Case-Based Reasoning

Multi-agent systems have been enriched with diﬀerent regulations –norms, constraints, protocols, etc– with the aim of better organizing the society by restricting both individual behaviours and the way interactions are performed.
In general, regulated societies build their norms as an implicit common agreement, assuming most of their individuals will respect them. Regulations can
come from a norm emergence process or by having a regulatory authority dictating them. Furthermore, they can be created based on previous experiences
or by anticipating situations that may appear. Nevertheless, since the number
of possible outcomes of complex systems is so large, most societies regulate just
those situations that have already occurred so far. This paper focuses on those
regulations that can be established based on the experience of the regular functioning of MAS societies. We assume these societies have regulatory authorities
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that gather experiences in an on-going basis. Inspired in jurisprudence used in
the Anglo-American common law tradition, we have enriched our MAS with a
case based regulatory system. It is in charge of analyzing previous experiences
and deciding what (if any) regulations should be applied for speciﬁc situation
contexts in order to avoid undesired outcomes.
In order to do it, a regulatory authority must be able to ﬁrst deﬁne the goals
whose accomplishment guarantees system’s performance or its overall desired
behaviour. In our traﬃc scenario, the main goal is to minimize the number of
collisions whilst keeping a ﬂuid traﬃc. This is so because, obviously, if all cars
stop, then there will be no collisions at all but cars will not accomplish their
individual goals —which most probably will include reaching their destinations.
Therefore, we are making an underlying assumption that is that social regulations should guarantee individuals to have enough autonomy so to accomplish
their individual goals. Otherwise, punishments should be included to promote
norm compliance. In summary, we can somehow interpret that the regulatory
authority tries to guarantee basic common agreement about the norms it establishes.
Second, the regulatory authority must have the ability to observe the society
in a way that it is able to identify undesired situations —that is, situations
where goals are not being accomplished. In our traﬃc case, both collisions and
blockages are main undesired situations.
Afterwards, the regulatory authority should be able to propose regulations
that try to prevent undesired situations from being repeated in the future. Prohibitions should be done over those agents’ actions that lead to undesired situations. Analogously, obligations can be used to promote desired actions. For
example, if we consider our traﬃc junction, if there is a collision because two cars
run on each other, then it is possible to propose a new regulation that prohibits
cars to move when they happen to be in the same situation. On the other hand,
if no collisions happen when cars traverse the junction it may be useful to create the obligation of keeping moving to prevent blockages. Obviously, deciding
which actions should be prohibited or obliged is not a straightforward decision,
and that is the reason we introduce automatic learning into the process.
Finally, whenever a new regulation is created and applied on the multi-agent
system, the learning process requires the analysis of the consequences of its
application. Thus, we need the regulatory authority to observe the society’s
evolution and to label the experience of applying this new regulation with its
subsequent outcome. In this manner, regulatory knowledge is reﬁned in an ongoing basis.
The remaining of this section provides further details of our proposed approach. First subsection speciﬁes the architecture of the MAS applied to the
traﬃc scenario, and subsequent subsections detail the learning process.
4.1

Architecture

Following an organizational centered approach, we assume that the multi-agent
system in our traﬃc scenario consists of a set of external agents that interact
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Fig. 2. Traﬃc scenario architecture

within a road environment together with a regulatory authority (see Figure 2).
External agents play a car role; they are able to observe other car agents and
to perform certain actions such as join, traverse, and leave the environment.
Regarding the regulatory authority, its aim is to promote ﬂuid car traﬃc ﬂow
with as few as possible collisions amongst traﬃc participants. This authority is
constituted by staﬀ permanent agents that perform regulation tasks. From those
agents, we highlight the one in charge of deﬁning current norms –we call it norm
agent– and the one conducting the learning process —the CBR agent. Nevertheless, there are other staﬀ agents that provide infrastructure services, such as
the ones in the tracking system, in charge of obtaining information from the
environment; the scene manager, in charge of runtime details; or the monitoring
agents, which provide statistical analysis of the overall system operation.
The norm agent uses the regulatory knowledge from the CBR agent to specify
the traﬃc rules that will be applied in the road environment. As a result, it
updates a norm layer that is publicly available for the car agents so they become
aware of the norms and can thus follow them. Agents conduct this norm updating
process continuously, creating new norms when required or applying previously
existing ones. The CBR agent will be the one in charge of taking this last decision.
Next subsection details how it is performed.
4.2

Unsupervised CBR Cycle

Case-based reasoning is a technique that solves new problems based on past
experiences [20]. Experiences are stored in the form of cases, where a case is
a description of a problem and its possible solution Case = probl, sol. Cases
are stored and maintained in a knowledge base (or case base) for further usage.
Brieﬂy, when a new problem is encountered (and thus, it lacks a solution), the
CBR process searches for the most similar problem in the case base and adapts
its associated solution to solve the current problem. The description of the target problem, together with the provided solution and related information about
its performance, constitute a new case that can be in turn stored in the case
base. Case performance –i.e., how well the derived solution solved the problem–
depends on the continuity of the domain or, in other words, if for the domain
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it holds that similar problems require similar solutions. This overall process
is usually explained in terms of what it is known to be the CBR cycle. It is
characterized by four diﬀerent steps: retrieve, reuse, revise and retain. Before
describing them, it is worth mentioning that a case for us is composed of a traﬃc
situation –car distribution–, the regulations –move /not move– that should be
applied in such traﬃc context, and a case performance measure (see subsection
4.3 for further details).
Retrieve: Given a traﬃc situation description, we ﬁrst retrieve from our knowledge base the case that is most relevant to solve it. Relevance here is interpreted
as similarity, and thus, we search for a case that describes the most similar trafﬁc situation. More speciﬁcally, as we will see in next subsection 4.3 a case is
considered to be similar to another if it represents the same number of cars and
if these cars are located at rotationally equivalent cells. The retrieved case will
include the regulations that were applied for its traﬃc situation and the score
of its subsequent applications. Since there are no guarantees that the regulations applied for the case avoid the conﬂicting situation, the computed score
gives a measure of how good these regulations are. Hence, our regulations are
empirically evaluated in a continuous manner.
Standard CBR systems are considered as supervised learning methods because they assume there is a pre-existing knowledge base, or that at least, a
supervisor can provide solutions for new cases to be learned. Nevertheless, we
face an unsupervised learning scenario, since we lack the necessary knowledge to
determine the proper traﬃc rules that should be applied for speciﬁc situations.
Therefore, it can well be the case that the retrieve phase does not provide any
case. In fact, we encounter this situation right at the beginning, since we still
lack experience. Hence, if no case has been retrieved, we need to somehow generate a new solution by exploring the space of possible solutions, which in our
case means to try diﬀerent combinations of traﬃc restrictions (norms). In our
current implementation, exploration is performed by randomly assigning stopping/moving restrictions to those cells having cars (avoiding empty cells is an
heuristic that prunes the search space). Furthermore, since this pseudo-random
solution may not be optimal, we extend the cases to include several alternate
solutions (generated in the same way) with a performance measure associated
to each of them. The number of possible solutions is bounded in order to diﬀerentiate a learning phase –when alternate solutions are built– from a subsequent
testing phase —when the case is considered to be learned (i.e., closed) and is
applied without adding new solutions. Obviously, this limit in the number of
explored solutions prevents us from guaranteeing optimal solutions, but they
can still be useful to accomplish the goals of our regulatory authority. Powell
et al.[21] have a similar approach to unsupervised CBR that uses reinforcement
learning.
In the reuse phase, the solution of the retrieved case is mapped to the target problem. This may involve adapting the solution as needed to ﬁt the new
situation. In our case, since a case may have more than one associated solution,
the one having the best performance results is the one chosen. Reuse is done
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afterwards by translating the traﬃc rules of the chosen solution to locations in
the new solution that may be rotated if the target problem is a rotated version
of the retrieved case.
Afterwards, having mapped the previous solution to the target situation, test
the new solution and, if necessary, revise. In our traﬃc scenario this means
to dictate the traﬃc norms to car agents (see previous subsection 4.1), and to
observe the outcome of their application in the simulation. In current implementation, the regulatory authority continuously checks if goals are fulﬁlled by
observing each simulation step (tick). Then, it updates the performance measure
based on the number of resulting collisions and the number of applied prohibition
rules: in order to promote ﬂuid traﬃc, it penalizes over-regulated solutions —i.e.,
those abusing from preventing the cars from moving. As a result, the eﬀect of a
norm is continuously evaluated as long as the norm is active in the simulation.
Although system’s goals are two-folded –collision avoidance and ﬂuid traﬃc–
they may have diﬀerent relevance and, therefore, we use a weighted performance
updating formula.
Finally, the cycle ends with the retain phase, that consists on the storage the
resulting experience in the knowledge base. In our unsupervised CBR scenario
this may lead to three diﬀerent possibilities: i) If a new case was generated,
then it will be stored in the case base; ii) If an existing case was retrieved
and a new solution for it was generated, then retain becomes an update of the
current case; and iii) if the retrieved case was closed –and thus, no solutions were
added– the only required update is the performance measure3 . This will allow the
CBR agent to choose among diﬀerent traﬃc rules depending on their application
outcome. It is worth noticing that for non-deterministic environments, a desirable
regulation may become undesirable further in time and become desirable again
under changing circumstances. As we can see, this last step enriches the set of
stored experiences, and thus it better prepares the system for future encountered
problems as far as they satisfy the underlying premise that similar problems have
similar solutions.
4.3

Cases and Norms

As we have already mentioned, a case in CBR is generally understood as the
description of a problem and its associated solution: Case = probl, sol where
prob ∈ StateSpace and sol ∈ N orms. Taking into account our traﬃc domain,
a problem description represents one particular traﬃc situation whereas the solution corresponds to the traﬃc rules that should be applied for this particular
context. The regulatory authority describes traﬃc situations in terms of the information it gathers from the system (see section 3): empty and occupied cells,
and the headings of those cars located at occupied cells. Traﬃc situations can
be described by considering a global point of view or a local perspective. A
global scope in the representation will imply a large area of the environment
and will contain all cars in the environment, no matter their location. On the
3

Additionally, for all three possibilities we also store/update how many times the case
has been applied.
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other hand, a local perspective is focused in a narrower environment area and
thus, only those cars near the reference point will be considered. A global scope
has the advantage that it represents a complete knowledge but the disadvantage
of implying a large search space. Regarding the partial scope, although being
smaller in its representation size –and thus, search space–, it may fail in representing some important pieces of knowledge. Therefore, as both approaches
present pros and cons, we have modeled them both in our particular traﬃc scenario (see next evaluation section 5 for a comparison). The remaining of this
subsection presents them and the associated solutions (norms) they have within
our case representation. In fact, depending on the considered scope, norms will
be applied to all involved agents –if global scope– or just to the single agent that
is acting as reference in the partial representation.
Global scope. When representing a complete traﬃc situation, the number of
possible distributions of cars in the environment becomes high even if just considering the 7 × 7 example grid in Figure 1. Nevertheless, some simpliﬁcations
can be taken. First, by assuming that car agents do have basic driving skills it is
possible to reduce the size of the environment grid down to the intersection zone
(see Figure 3 a)). These skills correspond to basic capacities such as planning
a path towards a chosen destination, following this route without leaving the
proper road lanes or stopping if a car in front of them in the lane brakes suddenly4 . Thus, traﬃc in the feeder and exit lanes (see Figure 1) can be discarded
without losing any relevant information. Figure 3 shows how, focusing further
on the intersection zone, there are still some cells that can be obviated. These
cells correspond to both the ﬁeld area and the exit lanes, which do not interfere
in our simpliﬁed traﬃc. In this manner, the ﬁnal problem representation can be
reduced to 8 cells in the junction area.
The state space (StateSpace) we are representing consists thus in 8 cells
that can be either empty or occupied by one or several cars. Having more than

Fig. 3. Global scope junction representation: a) initially discarded cells; b) orthogonal
shape representing the problem; and c) applied traﬃc rules

4

These basic skills may also be modeled as a set of basic norms, but from our point
of view regulations should leave some decisions to the agents, whose autonomy can
be regulated but should not be overconstrained.
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one car in a cell means a collision. Cars in our simulation are removed when
colliding, so there is no need to represent this situation (further details can be
found in [22]). Furthermore, a car in an occupied cell can have diﬀerent headings,
but due to the traﬃc ﬂow restrictions, it will only be one for the cells at the
junction entrance (the ones of the feeder lanes) or two for the intersection, since
two diﬀerent traﬃc directions are allowed there. Overall, we have 4 cells with
two possible states –i.e., empty or occupied with a ﬁxed heading– and 4 with
3 possible states –empty and occupied with two alternative headings– so that
we have 24 ∗ 34 = 1296 diﬀerent possible traﬃc situations. Finally, we can have
situations that represent the same if we apply the appropriated rotation in their
representations. Thus, we can further reduce the state space to 1296/4 = 324
combinations.
Regarding the associated solution (sol ∈ N orms), it represents the same grid
area than the problem (see Figure 3 c)) and for each cell, it has a norm that speciﬁes if the car in this location should stop or should keep moving. From a deontic
perspective, these traﬃc rules are represented, respectively, as the obligation of
stopping and the prohibition to stop. Thus, the norm agent ﬁrst considers the
solution provided by the CBR agent (see section 4.1) and, afterwards, it applies
traﬃc signs that can be either the stop sign or a direction sign —whose speciﬁc
direction will correspond to the one of the road cell. Whenever a new conﬂictive
traﬃc situation occurs, the CBR agent retrieves a single case because cases in
the global scope are disjoint. As a consecuence, applied solutions cannot conﬂict.
Finally, as we have mentioned, we lack the optimal solution (sol ∈ N orms)
for each problem (prob ∈ StateSpace) and thus, the learning algorithm explores
diﬀerent candidate solutions. Thus, a case in our global scope representation
corresponds in fact to Case = probl, {(sol, score)}, where for each problem we
have a set of solution-score pairs, and where a solution is a combination of traﬃc
rules and it is associated to information about their application outcome.
Partial scope. As an alternative to use global information, it is also possible
to represent situations centered in the point of view of a single agent. Common
agent individual perspectives also imply having a limited observation range.
Thus, the partial scope reduces the observation area to a subgrid in front of the
reference car. Figure 4 illustrates an example that compares the conceptualization of both scopes: for a given global situation at a certain time step we will have
as many partial descriptions as involved agents are. Thus following the example
in the ﬁgure, two diﬀerent situations –i.e. prob1, prob2 ∈ P artialStateSpace–
will be derived. This, in terms of the CBR learning process, means that they
will result in two target cases to solve, and therefore, the CBR process will be
invoked twice.
As before, problems (prob ∈ P artialStateSpace) are represented by considering empty and occupied cells. The only diﬀerences are that their orientation
is relative to the reference car and its shape and dimensions, which do not include the cell containing the reference car, are smaller than the global problem
representation. Following previous example, we have a rotated 3 × 1 sub-grid.
There, cell states can be 4 (empty, car forward movement, car left turning, and
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Fig. 4. Case global and partial scopes

car right turning) for those two cells corresponding to the inner junction area
and 2 possible states (empty cell or occupied with a car moving forward) for
the single cell in the junction entrance. Obviously, having a sub-grid implies a
smaller state space (|P artialStateSpace| < |StateSpace|) and thus, the number
of possible cases to handle is much smaller (42 ∗ 2 = 32 in the example). Our implementation allows the deﬁnition of diﬀerent sight range or subgrids –they are
treated as masks over the agent’s visibility area– so that they can be empirically
studied.
Once we have deﬁned a problem (prob ∈ P artialStateSpace), its solution
corresponds to the norms that will be applied to the reference agent. In this
manner, cases in our traﬃc scenario will have a predeﬁned set of two possible
traﬃc rules: the obligation to stop (obl(stop)) and the obligation to keep moving
following the road traﬃc direction (proh(stop), so that we have a reduced set
of norms: Norms={obl(stop), proh(stop)}). Cases in this approach will have a
predeﬁned set of two possible solutions and their associated outcome measure
Case = probl, {(obl(stop), scoreStop), (proh(stop), scoreM ove)} and the main
learning task will be to change the score associated to the performance of the
application of both rules (scoreStop and scoreM ove). Unlike the global scope,
in the partial scope several regulations can be applied given a conﬂictive traﬃc
situation. Hence, an applied norm can conﬂict with another applied norm in the
same simulation step.
Related metrics. Case retrieve and case update phases in our CBR cycle
require the speciﬁcation of two measures: the distance between two cases and
the score of associated solutions.
Both global and local approaches compute case distance by comparing every
cell in the area (both compared grids have the same size and shape). Diﬀerences
between two cells ci , cj ∈ grid are considered to be 1 if their occupancy state is
diﬀerent:
dist(ci , cj ) = 1 if state(ci ) = state(cj ), where
state(ck ) = {empty, occupied_f orward, occupied_right_turn, occupied_lef t_turn}
and ci , cj , ck ∈ grid

Thus, for example, if state(ci ) = occupied_f orward and state(cj ) = empty,
then dist(ci , cj ) = 1 and the same distance results if they are occupied with
cars with diﬀerent headings: state(ci ) = occupied_f orward and state(ck ) =
occupied_right_turn (then dist(ci , ck ) = 1).
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The retrieval phase looks for the most similar case in the knowledge base. In
our case, the chosen case will be the one for which, if we apply a proper rotation
to the retrieved grid, we get a zero distance result when comparing with the grid
representing the target problem. Formally:
retrieved_case = argdistance(rotation(grid, α), target_grid) = 0
where α ∈ {0, 90, 180, 279} degrees in our orthogonal environment and grid is
the representation of the problem component in the case.
Regarding the scoring computation, we have already said that given a retrieved case with diﬀerent solutions, the norm agent in the regulatory authority
will choose the solution with best application performance. In the global scope,
this score update is computed by punishing both the number of collisions (n_col)
occurred during the next time step in the simulation as well as the number of
stop traﬃc rules (obl(stop)) that were applied (n_stop). Both measures are accordingly weighted so that we have:
global_score = previous_global_score + 1 − (wcol · n_col + wstop · n_stop)
Weight values depend on the priority over goals that the regulatory authority
has. Our current implementation considers wcol = 5 and wstop = 1 (i.e., a 1
to 5 ratio in the importance of collisions and traﬃc jams). Otherwise, if both
measures (i.e., n_col and n_stop) are zero, the scoring will be increased.
As for the partial scope case, the scoring computation follows the same underlying rationale of punishing norms for leading to collisions but without considering
the number of cars that stop, since these norms are related just to one agent.
partial_score = previous_partial_score + 1 − wcol · n_col
The results shown in subsequent Section 5 consider the weight related to the
number of collisions to be wcol = 4. Nevertheless, it may be worth considering
that partial information may lead to diﬀerent outcomes when applying the same
norms to the same partial problem description. In order to deal with this nondeterministic phenomena, it is possible to average the sequence —or a window—
of outcomes so to smooth the updating eﬀect.

5

Empirical Evaluation

As we have previously mentioned, we have performed an empirical evaluation of
our proposal about regulation generation by developing a multi-agent based simulation of a traﬃc road junction scenario. The simulator has been implemented
over Repast simphony [19] so that its runtime environment interface can be used
to enhance the user interface of our simulator. Figure 5 shows the user interface:
top toolbar includes the standard simulation buttons such as start, step or stop
buttons as well as the time (tick) count; left-side area allows the deﬁnition of the
setup parameters; middle area shows the actual car simulation; and right-side
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Fig. 5. Traﬃc simulator in Repast

area is devoted to monitor the evolution of this simulation. Thanks to the setup
parameters it is possible to customize current simulation characteristics such as
the environment grid dimensions; the maximum number of cars to be simultaneously interacting in the environment; or the learning modality (whose values
are 0 if no learning is applied, 1 if a global scope is used in the learning process,
and 2 if partial scope). With regards to the actual simulation, cars are represented as circles traversing the two intersecting roads. When cars collide they
change their colour to red and disappear. Additionally, a square surrounding a
car means that a stop traﬃc rule has been applied in this speciﬁc car position
—in the ﬁgure example, this speciﬁc rule prevents the corresponding car from
colliding with the car in front of it. Finally, simulation monitoring shows statistical data about those data that can be useful to follow the evolution of the
speciﬁed simulation mode. Thus, since the screenshot in ﬁgure 5 corresponds to
the global scope simulation mode, then the statistical data corresponds to: the
number of collisions accumulated during a speciﬁc time (tick) window (2000 in
the ﬁgure); how many stopping rules have been applied for this same period; the
total number of cases in the knowledge base; and how many solutions have been
explored for this amount of cases.
5.1

Test Design

In addition to the development of the simulator it was necessary to conduct a
series of experiments in order to evaluate the learning approach. In fact, these
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experiments were designed sequentially, guided by the results and intuitions
gained from previous tests. Our main objective was not to perform an exhaustive search of all possible parameters in the setup process, but a preliminary
exploration that gave us some insights about our learning approach. The speciﬁc
process that we followed can be described in diﬀerent steps (that are summarized
here and detailed in next subsection).
Obviously, we started with the basic simulation mode, in order to asses that
cars behave as expected: they drive properly but, since they lack intersection
traﬃc regulations, collisions in the junction area occur with a signiﬁcant frequency.
Afterwards, we tested the global scope simulation mode. In this case, as next
subsection details, we were not able to avoid collisions completely even after
running tests for long periods of time (ticks). This was in part due to the limited
exploration capacity but also due to the fact that, given the size of the state
space, some rare cases actually happen very scarcely, and so, the system did
not have the opportunity to explore enough diﬀerent solutions. This may not
invalidate the global approach for all possible scenarios, but it will certainly
limit its performance for those domains with large search spaces.
This led us to try the partial approach with the aim of reducing the search space
despite its non-determinism problem. Results there were much more promising,
since the system was able to ﬁnd traﬃc regulations that further reduced the number of collisions. In addition, it was able to learn them in much shorter periods of
time.
Then, by analyzing the resulting regulations, we got the intuition that they
could still be described in a shorter way, and thus, we set up a ﬁnal experiment
with cases described by using the minimum amount of information possible.
5.2

Results

Due to the intrinsic randomness of the simulation, all performed tests where
repeated ﬁve diﬀerent times5 . Therefore, all the tables and plots represent ﬁgures
that correspond to the average over the ﬁve resulting series. This section provides
the details of these tests by specifying some information that is relevant for the
experiments, such as the number of generated cases and associated solutions and
the number of collisions. In fact, we take the number of collisions as the metric
to evaluate system’s performance, and since it requires a ﬁner analysis, we also
provide the standard deviation of the values from the repeated experiments.
As for the tests with the global scope, they were performed along a time
interval of four thousand ticks. During this time, the system had the opportunity
to visit the whole state space —or, in other words, all possible situations were
reached. Table 1 shows an excerpt of the averaged results whereas Figure 6 plots
the complete series. As it can be observed, ﬁrst line in the table shows that at
5

CBR learning depends on the order cases are learned. In our case this changes
for each new simulation, since the random component on car entrance and route
selection may generate traﬃc situations in diﬀerent order.
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Table 1. Except from the results of the global scope tests
ticks
100
500
1000
5000
10000
20000
40000

cases open cases solutions Avg2000 (collisions) σcollisions
35
10
40.2
8
2.28
79.4
31.4
97.2
38
4.09
104
42.2
140.4
72
5.07
169.4
96.6
213.8
29
7.83
198
113
256
27
8.62
228.4
132.4
329.6
19
5.36
254.4
170.2
345.6
11
1.67

tick number 100, an average number of 35 cases where generated. From those
cases, an average of 10 remain open —which means 25 where already closed—
and an average number of 40.2 solutions where explored so far. Additionally,
the average number of occurred collisions where 8 in this time interval and the
standard deviation of these collisions was 2.28. Collisions are accumulated as
the simulation goes on, nevertheless they tend to happen more scarcely since
the traﬃc authority improves the norms gradually. Therefore, we provide the
average number of collisions that occurred during a time window of last 2000
ticks. Thus, after this 40000-tick-long period, an average of eleven collisions in a
2000-tick period still occurred. As a consequence, we can state that the learning
process was not much successful in ﬁnding the proper set of traﬃc rules that
prevented cars from colliding.

Fig. 6. Global scope results in terms of (averaged) number of: cases, their associated
solutions, open cases, collisions, and the standard deviation of the number of collisions.
Collisions are computed as the average number for last 2000 ticks. X axis corresponds
to the number of simulation ticks.
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Table 2. Final number of stops derived from 5 diﬀerent simulations of the global score.
Columns specify the number of solutions that generate zero, one, two or three stops in
their norms.
simulation  sol 0 stops  sol 1 stop  sol 2 stops  sol 3 stops
1
226
47
42
40
2
233
53
53
39
3
233
50
41
31
4
233
51
35
33
5
228
48
41
31
Avg
231
50
42
35
Table 3. Excepts from the results of the partial scope tests
 ticks
100
500
1000
5000
10000
20000
40000

 cases  solutions AvgNumCol2000 σ
13.6
27.2
2
2.68
22
44
6
4.38
25.2
50.4
10
4.98
28.8
57.6
4
3.35
30.6
61.2
4
4,69
31.4
62.8
4
4.38
31.8
63.6
8
3.58

The explanation of these results for the global scope is two-fold. Firstly, because, despite having encountered possible cases, about 67% of the cases remained open (cases are closed after exploring ﬁve diﬀerent possible solutions).
This means that the system learns at slow pace, in part due to the fact that
speciﬁc traﬃc situations described as deﬁned by the global scope approach, happen very scarcely and so, the system did not have the opportunity to explore
enough diﬀerent solutions so to learn the best ones. The remaining 33% cases
did properly close, and therefore, they were ﬁnally assigned a single solution
—which corresponds to the one with higher performance score. This leads to the
second reason, which is the limited exploration capacity over the set of possible
solutions. Table 2 characterises the traﬃc norms that are active by the end of the
simulation period. A total average of 231 norms —which represents about 65%
of the total number of norms— corresponded to ﬂuid traﬃc situations where
no stops are added. Accordingly, the remaining 35%, represent norms that cope
with problematic situations in the sense that they require the addition of some
stopping rules. The number of stops is also related to the number of involved
cars. Having more cars imply that there is an increase in the possible combinations in the number and positions of stops to assign. Obviously, having a limited
number of chances (5 in our implementation) to explore all possible combinations
of traﬃc rules that can be assigned does not guarantee that the best solution
will be found. One may argue that this limit should thus be increased, but it
would extend the learning time, where collisions can be generated when applying
pseudo-random traﬃc rules.
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Fig. 7. Partial scope results in terms of (averaged) number of: cases, their associated
solutions, collisions —computed as the average number for last 2000 ticks— and their
standard deviation. X axis corresponds to the number of simulation ticks.

Having encountered some limitations with the global approach, a second set
of experiments with a partial scope were set-up. The main rationale behind this
decision was to reduce the size of the search space despite its intrinsic nondeterminism problem. The scope was initially deﬁned to be a 3 × 1 grid (as in
Figure 4), so each car was able to see a range of 3 cells wide in front of him.
Similarly to previous experiments, Table 3 and Figure 7 show the results of the
conducted experiments along 40000 ticks— in this case, though, the concept of
open/closed cases is not applicable. As we can see, learning in partial scope is
much faster than global scope, since the number of cases stabilizes around 30
after 10000 ticks, much before than the global scope, which tends to more than
250 cases along the whole simulation. Having this small number of cases does
not aﬀect the number of collisions. On the contrary, they stay under 10 along
the complete simulation period. Obviously, the whole state space was explored
and no case could be considered to be rare. In addition to avoiding collisions,
we were interested in analyzing the kind of solutions that were found. This is
so because a formal translation of an automatically learned case solution into a
standard norm speciﬁcation may be of great interest for many MAS. Thus we
analyzed those traﬃc situations that had an stopping regulation and observed
that some grids had in common that the cell located in the front left side of
the car position was occupied by another car heading (relatively) eastwards —
that is, in the direction of the cell the reference car is steering towards. We can
interpret those rules as the authority establishing a "left handside priority" traﬃc
rule. Other grids shared symmetric descriptions codifying the "right handside
priority" traﬃc rule.
Finally, we wanted to further test if the left handside priority rule was enough
to avoid collisions in our traﬃc simulations. Thus, the last test we did was to
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Fig. 8. Single scope results in terms of (averaged) number of: cases, their associated
solutions, collisions —computed as the average number for last 2000 ticks— and their
standard deviation. X axis is limited to 3500 simulation ticks since values remain constant.
Table 4. Excepts from the results of the single-cell scope tests
 ticks  cases  solutions AvgNumCol2000 σ
20
1.6
3.2
0
0
40
3.6
7.2
1.6
0.89
100
4
8
2.4
0.89
2000
4
8
2.8
1.79
2100
4
8
0.4
0.89
2200
4
8
0
0
3200
4
8
0
0

repeat partial scope experiments with the minimum range of sight for the reference car: a single cell, the one on its left. Obtained results were really satisfactory,
since both the convergence time and the number of collisions was further reduced
(see Table 4 and Figure 8). From these results, it is possible to argue that the
case description in this setting induces the generation of the norm in a straightforward manner, so deﬁning the proper case description may be the underlying
problem. Therefore, we do not interpret the positive results obtained with this
conﬁguration as the ﬁnal take-away message. On the contrary, we want to use
them as a way that illustrates that learning methods can be used to generate
new regulations and that, going a step further, these resulting regulations can
be simple enough to be translated into standard traﬃc rules that can be easily
interpreted and followed by external car agents.
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Conclusions and Future Work

This paper proposes a method to generate new regulations –norms– for multiagent systems. Speciﬁcally, a regulatory authority learns by considering (and
exploring) the ones with best application outcome. Learning is based on previous experiences, and corresponds to an unsupervised variation of Case Based
Reasoning (CBR). Cases, as deﬁned here, can then be translated to norms, in
terms of prohibitions and obligations. We thus claim that this innovative approach can be highly relevant for normative MASs, since, to the best of our
knowledge, no general norm generation methods have been established yet.
The paper successfully tests this approach in a simpliﬁed traﬃc scenario.
Nevertheless, other scenarios requiring agent coordination –e.g. P2P networks,
Robosoccer, etc.– may well beneﬁt from our approach by avoiding (prohibiting)
undesired situations –such as network saturation or teammate blocking in previous examples– and promoting (obliging) desired ones. The only requirements6
are to have monitoring (and evaluating) capabilities as well as continuity in the
solution space —i.e., similar social situations require similar regulations. Nevertheless, some undesired situations may appear (e.g, car collisions) as a combination of allowed individual agent actions (e.g., forward driving), thus, norms are
required to be more complex than just prohibiting those actions. Context thus
becomes necessary. Context, together with its analogy in real Jurisprudence, are
the basic rationale of choosing a case representation approach. Nevertheless, we
may consider as as future work the application of other learning techniques such
as Reinforcement Learning. Additionally, we plan to work on norm violation and
norm translation issues.
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